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%'e present theoretical, dift'erential, and total cross sections for electron impact excitation of the
+, and Ne +). For
lowest autoionizing levels of various lithiumljke ions (viz. , Be+, B +, C'+,
these ions, the autoionizing level of interest results from excitation of an inner-shell electron. A
distorted-wave Born approximation (with exchange) is used for the calculation. The present results
are compared with previous theoretical calculations and it is concluded that the Coulomb-Born approach is unreliable, particularly near threshold.
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Recently, considerable attention has been given to
studying the excitation of autoionizing levels of atoms or
ions by electron impact. Since autoionizing levels have
very short lifetimes, most states decay almost immediately with a net result in a contribution to ionization known
(EA). Sometimes the EA
as excitation autoionization
contribution to ionization is significant and plays a domof electron-impact
inant role in the clear understanding
It is also
ionization measurements of ions (atoms). '
well known that the studies of autoionizing levels have
direct applications to high-temperature, low-density plasmas occuring in controlled thermonuclear fusion and in
the coronal regions of the sun.
An example of the importance of the EA phenomena
may be seen in the problem of electron-impact ionization
of lithiumlike ions. ' For this case, it has been shown
that the inner-shell excitations decay totally (99%%uo or
higher) by autoionization and that the calculated innershell excitation cross sections for the process 1s 2s
~gtls2s2l were roughly appropriate for the observed
structure in the ionization cross sections. Tiwary et al.
recently performed a calculation using the distorted-wave
Born approximation method for the electron-impact excilevel
(viz. ,
tation
of the lowest
autoionizing
ls 2s~ls2s ) of the neutral lithium atom. They found
that the total cross section peaked for an incident electron energy near the threshold for the excitation process.
This peak in the cross section was attributed primarily to
a dominance of exchange scattering near threshold. The
feature of peaking for the cross section near threshold
was expected from the experimental measurements, ' but
failed to reflect this
similar calculations
previous

'"

feature.
In this Brief Report, our aim is to examine the threshold behavior for an isoelectronic series within the framework of the distorted-wave Born approximation including exchange (DWBE). Instead of considering all the
ls2s21 excitations for a single lithiumlike ion to detercontribution to ionizamine the excitation-autoionization
tion (which has already been reliably assessed for a couple of ions by many previous workers ), we rather confine
38

ourselves in this report to studying the excitation of only
the lowest autoionizing level (viz. , ls2s ) for several
different ions. At the present, there are no experimental
results with which we can directly compare, although
such measurements are possible with present technolo' ' There are other theoretical results '
available
gy.
for comparison, however.
We have calculated differential and total cross sections
for inner-shell excitation of the ls2s autoionizing level
from the ground state for the lithiumlike ions Be+ to
Ne + using the DWBE approximation.
For this calculation, the ionic target wave functions for the initial and
final states were chosen to be of the Hartree-Fock type
and they were obtained using Fischer's code. ' The excitation energies for the transitions in the various ions were
found to reproduce the values obtained by Henry. After
this work was prepared for publication, Itikawa et al. '
calculation with exchange
reported a distorted-wave
which is very similar to the present calculation. The pri'
mary difference between the Itikawa et al. work and
the present calculation lies in the target ion wave functions. Itikawa et al. ' used the ion wave functions adopted by Henry while Hartree-Fock wave functions were
used in this work.
Total cross-section results for the case of excitation of
+ ions are presented and compared
C +, N +, and
where available with the close-coupling approximation
(CCA) of Henry, the Coloumb-Born approximation
(CBA) of Magee et al. , ' and the distorted-waveexchange approximation (DWXA) of Itikawa et al. ' in
Figs. 1(a) —1(c), respectively. Itikawa et al. ' pointed out
+ ion.
an error in the CCA results of Henry for the
+ are the corrected
Consequently, the CCA results for
results as obtained by Itikawa et al. '
From Figs.
1(a) —1(c), we see that our DWBE results for C +, N +,
+ are about 10—15 % higher than the CCA results
and
of Henry, while the DWXA results of Itikawa et al. ' lie
in between CCA and DWBE results. Since the difference
between the DWBE and DWXA results are primarily
due to the different choices for the target ion wave functions in the two calculations, it is seen that the total cross
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FIG. 1. Total excitation cross sections for electron excitation of the 1s2s state of various lithiumlike ions. The present results are
labeled DWBE, the CCA results are those of Henry (Ref. 6), the DWXA results are of Itikawa et al. (Ref. 15), and the CBA results
are those of Magee et al. (Ref. 17).
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FIG. 2. DWBE differential excitation cross sections for electron excitation of the 1s2s' state of various ions. The curves are
for different incident electron energies.

CCA results are similar and would, in general, be expected to be more accurate, we would conclude that the CBA
significantly overestimates these cross sections and that
the CBA is therefore, unreliable. In general, we can say
that the agreement between our DWBE results and CCA
results (and the DWXA results), tend to improve with increasing nuclear charge of the ion.
In Fig. 1(d) total-cross-section results are shown for the
ions Be+, B +, and Ne +. For Be+ and B +, CCA results are only available for a couple of energies up to 1.3
times threshold, and these CCA results are lower than
the DWBE results.
Differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 2 for various electron energies for excitation of the ions Be+
through Ne +. For each of the ions, we observed the following characteristic shapes: For electron energies near
threshold, the differential cross sections had a minimum
near 60 with a peak in the backward direction. For
and the
higher energies, the minimum
disappears
differential cross sections become peaked in the forward
direction. As was mentioned above, Tiwary et al.
showed that the peaking in the total cross sections near
threshold was a consequence of exchange. Since the angular distributions near threshold peak in the backward
direction, it would be logical to assume that exchange
caused this peaking, particularly in light of the fact that
most angular distributions peak in the forward direction
and exchange is normally most important for backward
scattering. However, a study of the effects of exchange
revealed that this is not the case. In fact, exchange has a
small effect on the large-angle
cross section and
significantly increases the small-angle cross section. It is
this increase at small angles which causes the threshold
peaking in the total cross section, and without exchange
the angular distributions are even more strongly peaked
at back angles near threshold. While theoretical and experimental interest in the problem of differential cross
sections for excitation of ions is recently being report' our results are what we believe to be the first to
ed, '
be reported for this particular isoelectronic series and autoionizing level. We expect increased interest in this type
of work in the future.

are fairly sensitive to this choice. The CBA reC + are significantly larger over the entire enerand the CBA predicts a very large threshold excross section. Since the DWBE, DWXA, and

This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) under Grant No. PHY-8607989.
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